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DESCRIPTION and Prerequisites: The Cloud Store Customer Space 
API offering.
• This API gives you access to :

⮚ the list of your contracts taken out
⮚ details of each of these contracts
⮚ the billing documents for each of these contracts 

by download: invoices, usage reports, partial 
invoices, consumption reports.

• These are the resources that you can access from the 
Cloud Store Customer Centre portal.

• The API is dedicated to a "machine to machine" use 
for a better integration in your IT environment.



DESCRIPTION and Prerequisites: The Cloud Store Customer Space 
API offering.

The Cloud Store Customer Space API is accessible 
from the Orange Developer portal. This secure portal 
:

⮚ gives direct access to all the APIs made 
available by the Orange Group.

⮚ Facilitates the management of subscribed APIs

⮚ Is available for free or chargeable APIs.

⮚ https://developer.orange.com

It is possible to consult the whole catalogue: you may be 
interested in other APIs.

https://developer.orange.com/
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DESCRIPTION and Prerequisites: The Cloud Store Customer Space 
API offering.

Requirement 1: Cloud Store Customer Centre account

To subscribe to the Cloud Store Customer Space API, you must have a Cloud Store Customer Space access 
account (https://selfcare.cloud.orange-business.com/). This account must have access to the resources you 
wish to manipulate via the API.

This access account can be :

• Or a "Customer" account allowing you to see all the contracts on which you are declared. You are free 
to create it on your Cloud Store Customer Area.

• Or an "Administrator" type account allowing to see all the contracts of a given perimeter without 
having to be declared on each of the contracts of this perimeter. A scope is defined by a list of billing 
accounts and a list of offers. You will receive a welcome email as soon as it is created by the OBS 
teams. The creation of this account is done in consultation with your sales representative with whom 
you will define :

• The login type firstname.lastname.extension
• The associated email
• The associated telephone number
• The scope: a list of billing accounts and a list of offers.

https://selfcare.cloud.orange-business.com/
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DESCRIPTION and Prerequisites: The Cloud Store Customer Space 
API offering.

Prerequisite 2: the API_KEY

The API_KEY is an identification token associated with the Cloud Store Customer Area access account.
This key will be given to you by the API support team. It is this API_Key that will allow you to have access via the 
API to the same resources that you can consult from the Cloud Store Customer Centre portal with your account.

Prerequisite 3: an application (also called "project") on the Orange Developer portal with a subscription to the 
Cloud Store Customer Space API. You are autonomous to create an account on https://developer.orange.com 
and create an application. It is important to communicate the email address of this account to your sales 
representative so that the OBS team can give access to your account to the "Cloud Store Customer Space" API. 
You will be able to subscribe to the Cloud Store Customer Space API for your application as soon as you have 
accepted the email inviting you to use this API.

Prerequisite 4: Know how to use a REST API. Don't worry, this API is described on the Orange Developer site 

and we can provide you with a Postman collection to test it.

-> The steps to follow to subscribe to the API are described in the following slides.
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SUBSCRIPTION : How to subscribe to the API? Overview of the API

Step 5 - You 
create your project 
in the Orange 
Developer portal 
and integrate the 
API

Step 1 - You contact your 
OBS sales representative 
to define the type of 
Cloud Store Customer 
Area login best suited to 
your needs ("customer" 
or "administrator" 
account).

Step 2 - You create 
your Orange 
Developer account 
on the Orange 
Developer portal 
with the chosen 
email and then ask 
your OBS sales 
representative to 
activate access to 
the API.

Step 3 - The API 
support team 
invites you to 
subscribe to the 
API through the 
Orange Developer 
Portal.

Orange Developer 
Portal

Step 4 - The API support 
team provides you with 
the API_KEY needed to 
use the API. 

You

Your OBS sales 
representative

API Support Team

1 2 3 4 5

API Support Team
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SUBSCRIPTION: the steps in detail.

Step 1: You contact your sales representative

A discussion with your sales representative is necessary to define your needs.

At the end of this discussion, you will have defined the most appropriate scope. You will know :

⮚ the type of account ("client" or "administrator") to use, depending on how you want to use the API.

⮚ the e-mail address with which you will create your Orange Developer account. It is preferable to choose a 
generic e-mail address, as e-mails from the portal will be sent to it.

⮚ the identifier of your ECCS access account for the creation of the API_KEY that will be provided to you for the 
use of the API.
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SUBSCRIPTION: the steps in detail.

Step 2: Create your Orange Developer account

You can create your Orange Developer account with the email address you defined with your sales 
representative. Connect to the address :

https://developer.orange.com

To create your account, click on "Log in" and fill in the fields.

https://developer.orange.com/
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SUBSCRIPTION: the steps in detail.

Once your account is created :

1) You have to click on the activation link in the email you received:

2) After activating your Orange Developper account, you need to inform your OBS contact so 
that he can trigger the next step.
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SUBSCRIPTION: the steps in detail.

Step 3: You receive an email inviting you to subscribe to the API from the API 
support team

The API support team sends you an invitation to subscribe to the API via the Orange Developer portal. 
You will then receive an email (fig 1) :

Click on the link provided in the email to accept the invitation. This will redirect you to the page (fig 2). You will 
then have access to the API documentation (getting started/API reference).
Click on "Use this API".

Fig 2Fig 1
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SUBSCRIPTION: the steps in detail.

Step 4: The API support team provides you with the API_KEY by email.

The API_KEY is required to use the API.

This key defines the scope on which you can use the API. It is directly linked to the type of account you will 
use to use the API: either a "client" account or an "administrator" account. As seen in slide 8, it is with your 
sales representative that you will define the account that meets your needs.

The API support team will contact you by email to provide you with the API_KEY. It will be encapsulated in an 
encrypted container for security reasons, using the Zed application (free to download on your computer 
https://www.zedencrypt.com/download).
The login/password to open the container will be sent to you by skype/phone.

Note: the API_KEY is valid during 2 years. Once expired, it is necessary to make a new request for generation 
of token.
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SUBSCRIPTION: the steps in detail.

Step 5: Application creation and API integration

This step consists of creating an "application" in the Orange Developer portal.
After logging into the portal, click on "My apps".

Then enter the name of your application. This should not be your name but the name of your 
project.
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SUBSCRIPTION: the steps in detail.

Each application is assigned :
- An Application ID
- A Client ID and a Secret Client: these 2 elements are important because they will generate a token for 

the use of the OAuth 2.0 protocol when calling the API. This is the access token. This one has a validity 
period of 60 minutes and the user is responsible for generating it himself (see 
https://developer.orange.com/tech_guide/2-legged-oauth/) (see slides 16 and 17)

Note: each call to the API requires the use of the clientID/clientSecret identifiers to generate an access 
token. This token allows you to authenticate on the Orange Developer portal. Each of your projects will have 
their own identifiers. If you use the API in 2 different projects, you will have to generate this token in each 
case.
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SUBSCRIPTION: the steps in detail. 

You then need to integrate the Cloudstore Customer Space API into your project: in the "subscribed APIs" 
box, click on 

Choose "Cloud store customer space API" from the "Select an API" drop-down menu:

Fig 1

Fig 2

The API must appear in the "subscribed APIs" insert in the "approved" state as in Fig1 above.
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SUBSCRIPTION: the steps in detail.

Finally, you must agree to the terms/conditions.

Notes on API versioning :

Any new version of the API follows the following rules:

Minor version 1.1: a new minor version does not break 
the compatibility with your projects. The 
documentation will be updated. 

Major release 2.0: impacts may be major on your 
projects and we will communicate with all users for 
evaluation. The introduction of a new major version 
requires a new subscription to the API.

You can now use the Cloud Store Customer Space API.
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Typical use of the API

In general, the API can be used in the following way:

⮚ Generate an access token (mandatory step). Reminder: this token is valid for 60 minutes. (Cf slide 18)

⮚ List the contracts to which the API user account is attached.
get /contracts

⮚ Viewing the details of one of these contracts
get /contract

⮚ List the documents available on a contract
get /documents

⮚ Retrieving a document from a contract
get /documents/{id}/file
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Zoom on the access token (1/2).

As seen previously, each time the API is called, the access token is used to authenticate to the cloudstore 
customer space API. It is essential to the use of the API.
Using the Postman application, the following 2 slides show how to generate this token.
Endpoint: https://api.orange.com/oauth/v3/token

Username = ClientID
Password = ClientSecret.

Body :

https://api.orange.com/oauth/v3/token
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Focus on the access token (2/2).

Headers :

Response:
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Example 1: Getting the details of a contract with the API

Reminder: detailed information is available on the Orange Developer portal
https://developer.orange.com/apis/cloudstorecustomerspace/getting-started
Note: you need to have an Orange Developer account to view this page.

Sample query :

Get /contract
curl -X GET
-H "Authorization: " \
-H "X-API-Key: " \
-H "X-ECCS-Contract-Id: OCB000XXXX" \
-H "Accept: application/json " \
"https://api.orange.com/cloud/b2b/v1/contract"

{
"name": "",
"contractType": "",
"offer": {

"name": "",
"id": ""

},
"platformId": "",
"customer": {

"id": "",
"name": "",
"segment": ""

},
"updatedAt": "",
"id": "",
"createdAt": "",
"contact": {

"lastName": "",
"firstName": "",
"name": "",
"email": "",
"title": ""

}
}

With :
Authorization = access token
X-API-KEY = API_KEY
X-ECCS-Contract-Id: contract number

Typical response:

https://developer.orange.com/apis/cloudstorecustomerspace/getting-started
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Example 2: Retrieving the list of documents from a contract/retrieving a contract

Reminder: detailed information is available on the Orange Developer portal
https://developer.orange.com/apis/cloudstorecustomerspace/getting-started
Note: you need to have an Orange Developer account to view this page.

Sample query :

Get /document
curl -X GET
-H "Authorization: " \
-H "X-API-Key: " \
-H "X-ECCS-Contract-Id: OCB000XXXX" \
-H "Accept: application/json " \
"https://api.orange.com/cloud/b2b/v1/documents"

With :
Authorization = access token
X-API-KEY = API_KEY
X-ECCS-Contract-Id: contract number

Typical response:

[
{
"id": "string",
"filename": "string",
"period": "string",
"createdAt": "2021-08-18T09:07:47.372Z",
"updatedAt": "2021-08-18T09:07:47.372Z",
"amount": 0,
"currency": "string",
"documentType": "bills".

}
]

The answer is a list. Each document has its own id. There are several types of document (invoice, consumption report etc.). It 
is possible to retrieve only a certain type of document by filtering on documentType. Example :
Get /documents?documentType=invoices

https://developer.orange.com/apis/cloudstorecustomerspace/getting-started
https://api.orange.com/cloud/b2b/v1/documents?documentType=invoices
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Example 2: Retrieving the list of documents from a contract/retrieving a contract

Sample query :

Get /document
curl -X GET
-H "Authorization: " \
-H "X-API-Key: " \
-H "X-ECCS-Contract-Id: OCB000XXXX" \
-H "Accept: application/json " \
"https://api.orange.com/cloud/b2b/v1/documents/id/file"

With :
Authorization = access token
X-API-KEY = API_KEY
X-ECCS-Contract-Id: contract number

Id = id of the contract retrieved from the list of contract 
documents (see slide 21)

Typical response:

Response in binary format.

As each document has an ID, it is then possible to retrieve them with the query :
Get /documents/{id}/file
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Example 3: Adding a user to a contract

Reminder: detailed information is available on the Orange Developer portal
https://developer.orange.com/apis/cloudstorecustomerspace/getting-started
Note: you need to have an Orange Developer account to view this page.

Sample query :
Post /contracts/{{Contract-Id}}/user
curl -X POST \
-H "Authorization: " \
-H "X-API-Key: " \
-H "Accept: application/json " \
"https://api.orange.com/cloud/b2b/v1/contract/{{Contract-Id}}/user"
--data-raw '{

"civility": "M",
"lastName": "Doe",
"firstName": "John",
"email": "john.doe@orange.com",
"login": "john.doe",
"fixPhone": "0102030405",
"mobilePhone": "",
"roles": {

"contracts": [
"visitor"

]
}

}'

{
"civility": "M",
"lastName": "Doe",
"firstName": "John",
"email": "john.doe@orange.com",
"login": "john.doe",
"fixPhone": "0102030405",
"mobilePhone": "",
"roles": {

"contracts": [
"visitor"

]
}

}

With :
Authorization = access token
X-API-KEY = API_KEY
Contract-Id: contract number

Typical response:

https://developer.orange.com/apis/cloudstorecustomerspace/getting-started
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Example 4: Creating a new contract

Reminder: detailed information is available on the Orange Developer portal
https://developer.orange.com/apis/cloudstorecustomerspace/getting-started
Note: you need to have an Orange Developer account to view this page.

Sample query :
Post /contracts/
curl -X POST \
-H "Authorization: " \
-H "X-API-Key: " \
-H "Accept: application/json " \
"https://api.orange.com/cloud/b2b/v1/contract/"
--data-raw '{

"billingAccountId": "XXXXXXXX",
"offerCode": "HONEY",
"contractName": "contractName",
"supportLevel": "BSC",
"referentCivility": "M",
"referentName": "Doe",
"referentFirstName": "John",
"referentMail": "john.doe@orange.com",
"referentFixPhone": "0102030405",
"referentMobilePhone": "0607080900",
"referenceExt1": "ext1",
"referenceExt2": "ext2",
"referenceExt3": "ext3".

}'

{
"billingAccountId": "XXXXXXXX",
"offerCode": "HONEY",
"contractName": "contractName",
"supportLevel": "BSC",
"referentCivility": "M",
"referentName": "Doe",
"referentFirstName": "John",
"referentMail": "john.doe@orange.com",
"referentFixPhone": "0102030405",
"referentMobilePhone": "0607080900",
"referenceExt1": "ext1",
"referenceExt2": "ext2",
"referenceExt3": "ext3".

}

With :
Authorization = access token
X-API-KEY = API_KEY
Contract-Id: contract number

Typical response:

https://developer.orange.com/apis/cloudstorecustomerspace/getting-started

